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FLP Announces
Year 2 of Dissertation
Writing Contest

T

he FLP opens its 2018-2019 Dissertation Writing
Contest together with the Ayala Group and
in cooperation with the Philippine Association of
Law Schools (PALS). Announcements have been
published on FLP’s official website and social media
to reach more students across the country.
The contest is open to third-year and fourthyear law students and those taking masters of law.
Only one (1) entry per student is allowed. Each entry
must be a thesis/dissertation (or its equivalent in law
schools not offering the Juris Doctor program) that
espouses the philosophy of liberty and prosperity
under the rule of law. An entry must have gone
through the process of a thesis/dissertation or a
procedure similar thereto and that it is of thesis/
dissertation type and quality.
Entries must be written in English and
must concern the philosophy of the Foundation,
expanding on and espousing the precept: protection
of liberty and nurturing of prosperity under the
rule of law, as it relates to practical applications on
various aspects of legal theory and practice.
The launching of FLP’s dissertation writing
contest is spearheaded by its education committee to
encourage scholarly contribution on its principles.
Primarily, the Foundation believes that in litigations
involving civil liberties, the scales of justice should
weigh heavily against the government and in favor
of its citizens, pursuant to the doctrine of strict
continued on page 3...
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Program co-sponsor:

Dissertation Writing Contest Guidelines
1. Eligibility
The Foundation for Liberty and Prosperity (FLP)
is sponsoring a dissertation writing contest together with
the Ayala Group and in cooperation with the Philippine
Association of Law Schools. The contest is open to thirdyear and fourth-year law students and those taking
masters of law. Only one (1) entry per student is allowed.
Each entry must be a thesis/dissertation (or its equivalent
in law schools not offering the Juris Doctor program) that
espouses the philosophy of liberty and prosperity under
the rule of law. An entry must have gone through the
process of a thesis/dissertation or a procedure similar
thereto and that it is of thesis/dissertation type and
quality. The law schools shall do the initial vetting of
entries and endorse to FLP the top five entries from their
respective schools.
Research that has already been published in
journals and newspapers will no longer be eligible for the
contest.
FLP officers, staff and their relatives up to the
third degree of consanguinity or affinity are not eligible
to join.
2. Subject Matter
Entries must be written in English and must
concern the philosophy of the Foundation, expanding
on and espousing the precept: protection of liberty and
nurturing of prosperity under the rule of law, as it relates
to practical applications on various aspects of legal theory
and practice.
Law schools may develop a Liberty and
Prosperity focus within the legal area where they have
subject matter domain and expertise, e.g., human rights,
indigenous peoples’ rights.

school for purposes of dissertation/thesis requirements,
the author/s must be free to execute the assignment of
copyright included in the official Entry Form and must
likewise certify that he/she has permission to submit the
same or similar work to the FLP Dissertation Contest.
Some law schools allow students to submit a
collective dissertation to fulfill JD requirements. FLP will
allow these collaborative dissertations to be considered
for the contest.
4. Qualifying Entries and the Short List
Initially, up to twenty (20) qualifying entries will
be chosen by the FLP Dissertation Contest Committee
from all entries submitted. Thereafter, a short list of up
to ten (10) entries will be submitted by the FLP Panel of
Judges from the twenty (20) qualifying entries.
5. Judging and Winning Entries
The FLP Panel of Judges will choose up to five
(5) recipients of the primary awards (first, second and
honorary mentions) from the ten (10) entries on the
shortlist.
The winning entries shall be affirmed by FLP
whose decision shall be final.
6. Judging Standards
Entries will be judged on the following factors: (1)
the choice of subject matter, as measured by its significance,
relevance, and timeliness; (2) the amount of work and
effort, as measured by the entry’s comprehensiveness and
analysis; (3) the quality of the legal analysis, as measured
by its innovativeness, objectivity, depth, exposition and
coherence; and (4) the writing quality, as measured by
clarity of expression, brevity, and literary construction.

3. Authorship
7. Monetary Awards and Plaques
An entry must be certified by the author/s on
the Entry Form (accessible via www.libpros.com) to be
his/her/their original and sole work. In case an entry
has been submitted to and accepted by the author/s’ law
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Monetary awards are as follows: Php 300,000 to
the first-place winner, Php 200,000 to the second-place
winner, and Php 100,000 each to three (3) honorary

continued from page 1...

mentions. These winners will also receive certificates of
recognition. The twenty (20) qualifying entries chosen by
the FLP Dissertation Contest Committee will each receive
Php 20,000. Prizes will not be awarded if FLP determines
that no entry meets the appropriate standards.
Faculty mentors of winning contestants shall
receive monetary awards as follows: Php 100,000 for
the faculty mentor of the first-place winner, Php 75,000
for second-place winner, and Php 50,000 each for the 3
honorary mentions.
The awards for the dissertation contest are
provided by generous donors. The Foundation, its
officers and staff are not liable if the donors fail to
provide the monetary award.
8. Copyright and Publication
FLP shall own the copyright of all winning
entries. Winning entries will be made available for
publication in the FLP Newsletter as well as other
present and future publications of the Foundation. In
case the winning entry is also submitted as part of the
student’s academic requirements, FLP is amenable to
co-ownership of the copyright for said entry with the
concerned law school. Entrants are expected to notify
FLP at the time of the submission of the Entry Form of any
prior acceptance by another publication or submission
as academic requirement. FLP shall allow publication of
the winning entries in the respective law school journals
of the authors provided that proper attribution is made.
9. Deadline for Submission of Entries
Entries must be submitted to FLP on or before
5:00 p.m. of April 30, 2019 (Tuesday). Five (5) hard
copies of the entries together with one copy of the duly
completed official Entry Form and the endorsement
of entry by the law school must be mailed or handdelivered to:

scrutiny. However, in matters affecting the economy
of the country and the prosperity of its citizenry,
courts – in the absence of grave abuse of discretion –
must defer to the Executive and Legislative Branches
of government, in accordance with the principle
of deferential interpretation of laws and executive
issuances. Entries that do not only discuss these twin
precepts based on jurisprudence but also propose
innovative perspectives backed by empirical data
are highly encouraged. Interdisicplinary and coauthored works may qualify as long as these entries
follow the contest guidelines.
Additionally, preferred topics include those
that offer ways on how the government must
promote entrepreneurship and encourage private
capital and, at the same time, how the rule of law
should support the fair and equitable distribution of
private wealth, especially the poor and marginalized.
Hence, participating students must not only provide
relevant literature and theoretical reviews but also
cite existing laws or ponencias — or evidence and
empirical data such as statistics and case studies —
to support their arguments.
Co-sponsoring the five-year program is
Ayala Group, the country’s long-standing partner
in the pursuit for progress and nation building,
developing businesses that transform industries,
challenging the status quo, and bringing innovations
in the Philippines and abroad that contribute to the
nation’s social and economic agenda. Visit www.
ayala.com.ph for more info. •

Foundation for Liberty and Prosperity
3rd Floor, PCCI Corporate Centre
118 L.P. Leviste Street, Salcedo Village
Makati City, Philippines.
In addition, they must be transmitted electronically
in MS Word and PDF to secretariat@libpros.com. FLP
reserves the right to reject any entry at its discretion.
continued on page 4...

Ayala Corporation General Counsel Solomon M. Hermosura and
Supreme Court Senior Justice Presbitero J. Velasco, Jr. award
plaques to the 2017-2018 dissertation writing contest winners last
year at the FLP Awards Ceremony
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WRITING GUIDELINES
I. Substance
Choice of Subject. Item 2 of the General Guidelines allows
for a broad range of topics, provided it is one that adds
to the growing body of work on the philosophy of FLP
and locates it in the legal landscape of Philippine law and
jurisprudence thus giving its tenets practical application.
Topics may cover social justice, socio-economic rights,
economic development, and poverty alleviation and may
take up specific subjects like empowerment of the poor
and marginalized, promotion of entrepreneurship, free
trade and investments as well as professional integration.
Innovative subjects are encouraged within the bounds
of reason and logic, and guided by what has so far been
written and laid down about the philosophy.
Entrants are encouraged to refer to the
writings and speeches of Retired Chief Justice Artemio
V. Panganiban on the philosophy of FLP (https://
libpros.com/cjpanganibans-speeches-on-liberty-andprosperity, particularly this resource: https://cjpanganiban.
com/2015/02/26/unleashing-entrepreneurial-ingenuity/),
the lectures of Professorial Chair Holders, Dean Gemy
Lito Festin and Dean Joan Sarausos-Largo, Retired CJ
Panganiban’s responses to these lectures, as well as the
winning entries of Raphael Lorenzo Aguiling-Pangalangan
and Tess Marie P. Tan in the 2017-2018 Dissertation Writing
Contest (available via www.libpros.com).
Quality. Entries should be of thesis or dissertation type
and quality.
Attribution. The entries must not parallel its sources too
closely in form or content, and direct quotations must
always be shown as such. Quoting from the writings of
others is permissible, provided due attribution is given.
FLP takes a strong position against plagiarism
and will take the necessary action against it.
Legal Analysis. The author’s thesis, as well as the
arguments to support it, must be clearly and logically
presented. Entries must justify their conclusions with
sound reasoning and pertinent authorities.
II. Form
Format. Entries must be written in single space with a 1
½ space between paragraphs, using Book Antiqua, Times
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New Roman or Garamond font style, of 14-size font,
and on an 11-inch by 8.5-inch white bond paper with the
following margins: left hand margin of 1.5 inches from
the edge; an upper margin of 1.2 inches from the edge; a
right hand margin of 1.0 inch from the edge; and a lower
margin of 1.0 inch from the edge. (See A.M. No. 11-9-4SC on Efficient Use of Paper Rule issued by the Supreme
Court on November 13, 2012.) Entries must be stapled or
secured by a ¾ inch width binder clip/double clip, not
placed in a binder or hole-punched.
Organization. Entries must be organized and presented
in a logical and orderly manner. Only footnotes are
acceptable and entries must follow the Philippine Manual
of Legal Citations by Professor Myrna S. Feliciano and/
or Legal Research and Legal Citation by Milagros SantosOng (both based on The Bluebook: A Uniform System of
Citation by the Harvard Law Review). Legal scholarship
is characterized by extensive documentation and entries
must support their propositions with authority duly
reflected in the footnotes. Footnotes should be in 10 point
font size and must follow the font type used in the body
of the entry.
Abstract. Entries must have a table of contents and
headings for quick reference as well as a detailed outline
to facilitate review. Entries should also have an abstract of
not more than 500 words.
Writing Style.
Simple. A simple writing style is encouraged. Avoid long
sentences and lengthy paragraphs whenever possible.
Simplicity in form should not limit depth in substance.
Clear. The entries must be clear and coherent, pursuing
specific lines of reasoning towards a well-developed
conclusion.
Brief. Brevity is encouraged, but it should not compromise
substance. A well-written entry should include all points
necessary to full treatment of the proposition being
presented or subject matter chosen. Minimum number
of words: 10,000; maximum number of words: 15,000,
including footnotes. •

2017-2018 Dissertation Writing Contest Finalists:
A Brief Overview

F

ollowing the feature article Two Winning
Dissertations at a Glance: Abstracts by
Raphael
Lorenzo
A.
Pangalangan
and
Tess Marie P. Tan, which was published in the previous
edition of the Liberty & Prosperity Journal (Volume VII
Issue 1), here is a brief overview of the dissertation
entries of the four other finalists of the 2017-2018
Dissertation Writing Contest of FLP.
Rexlyn Anne M. Evora’s Delivering to the Poor:
An Analysis of the Microfinance Policies in Cooperatives
in Rural Areas in the Philippines (Polytechnic University
of the Philippines) accounted for how the Philippine
government has always recognized the critical role
of microfinance as a social development initiative in
its poverty alleviation efforts. Her study examined
the ways of providing resources to households that
otherwise face constrained access to finance through a
microfinance system channeled via cooperatives for the
government’s poverty alleviation thrust. In particular,
she focused on the Pondo sa Pagbabago at Pag-asenso
(P3) Program in 2017. She argued that microfinance
institutions continue facing challenges that affect their
ability to reach more poor people even as they strive
to achieve financial sustainability as microfinancing is
still considered unattractive given the perceived risks,
without traditional collateral such as land and other
real property.
Evora’s study used qualitative-quantitative
descriptive type of legal research which involved
the analysis of the laws promulgated by Congress,
rules promulgated by administrative agencies, the
published legal journals and articles pertaining to
microfinance system, and the responses given by the
Cooperatives in Sablayan, Occidental Mindoro through
personal interviews with management representatives
from sample cooperatives from the pilot town,
Sablayan, Occidental Mindoro (the pilot site for the P3
program in Luzon). Her work described the noticeable
vital contributions of cooperatives in realizing the
government’s goal of bringing microfinance program
recipients out of the poverty chain. According to her
findings, these contributions may be amplified through
the formulation of microfinance legislation essential for

“Delivering to the Poor: An Analysis of
the Microfinance Policies in Cooperatives
in Rural Areas in the Philippines”
Rexlyn Anne M. Evora
Polytechnic University of the Philippines

“The (Non) Infallibility of Courts and
Judges: Revisions and Rule of Law”
Helen May M. Frias
Far Eastern University

“Leadership Quality Reconsideration: Strengthening the Vanguards of Liberty and Prosperity
through the Imposition of Academic Qualifications on National Elective Officials”

Janine Faye A. Napoles
Centro Escolar University

“Weeding Out the Fake Grassroots:
Expanding the Cybercrime Prevention
Act of 2012 to Include Online Astroturfing as an Offense”
Joben Mariz T. Odulio
Ateneo de Manila University

improved cooperative microcredit services delivery.
Furthermore, Evora proposed a law which
will establish cooperative microfinance assistance, and
possibly provide for its appropriation and regulation.
Such a type of law might require a portion of the national
fund be appropriated for microfinancing services of
cooperatives for it to regulate the mode of securing
collaterals in microfinance cooperatives and to require
the microfinance cooperatives granted with government
fund to submit reportorial document to the Small Business
Corporation and Department of Trade and Industry to
ensure faithful compliance.
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Helen May M. Frias’ The (Non) Infallibility
of Courts and Judges: Revisions and Rule of Law (Far
Eastern University) argued at the outset that although
judges, jurists, and magistrates are considered to be the
“highest skilled” individuals in the legal profession, they
are nonetheless far from being perfect and may err in ther
decision making. Just like the institutions they represent,
they are still fallible which is a trait, as premised in her
dissertation, that makes them the right individuals to
guard the Constitution and uphold the Rule of Law in
that their judicial preferences, however diverse they may
be, contribute to the development of the legal rules and
doctrines. Frias discussed how the courts’ and judges’
(non) infallibility supposedly help in upholding the Rule
of Law while protecting liberty and nurturing prosperity.
For instance, as the decision of deciding cases based on
precedents or overruling them might entail introducing
a new doctrine which is contradictory or contrary to the
existing is, as she emphasized, an ostensively human
trait; without the judges’ inclination to err, the law will
tend to operate far from human experience. She even
further discussed how the economizing of mental effort is
a characteristic of people, as of judges, even if censorious
persons call it by a less fine name. The assumption that,
other things equal, judges would rather not change the
law implies that only the judges who disagree with the
current legal rule strongly enough actually change it.
For Frias, the said human faculty is equally
important when changing precedents could mean a
cure to a previously held decisions. Although it may
be costly, it still is an instrument to uphold the Rule
of Law. In other words, there is importance in jurists’
non-denial of judicial errors whenever necessary; it is a
form of compliance to their duty under the Constitution
to protect the public against any form of grave abuse of
discretion. This line of reasoning was made even clearer
when she argued that one of the most effective ways to
uphold the legitimacy of the Courts is by recognizing
that it is not a perfect human institution. Truly, judicial
opinions that would later on develop into doctrines are
formed through years of experience with a fair share of
judicial inaccuracies and slip-ups.
Frias concludes her dissertation by asserting that
on one hand, the Court should refrain from labellng its
initial, published opinions as neither “final” nor “official,”
and any specific changes should be subject to after-thefact public notice. She explained that the latter reform in
particular should mitigate electronic media’s tendency
to perpetuate inaccurate versions of opinions. On the
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other hand, she maintained that judges should always
be open to criticisms and must always recognize their
limitations as humans and as stewards of their roles in
keeping the law.
Janine Faye A. Napoles’ Leadership Quality
Reconsideration: Strengthening the Vanguards of Liberty
and Prosperity through the Imposition of Academic
Qualifications on National Elective Officials (Centro
Escolar University) offered a basis for how education
serves as a primary avenue for upward social and
economic mobility, as exemplified by the way companies
and different employment agencies focus largely on the
applicant’s educational attainment and background.
By arguing that the same criteria should be applicable
to candidates in Philippine elections, her dissertation
responds to her ovearching questions: How can we
safeguard liberty and nurture prosperity? Who should
be held responsible? For Napoles, while individuals must
recognize their individual roles in preserving liberty and
pursuing prosperity, the government must have a more
central, indispensable role by way of stringent criteria in
electing public officials. She further justified her argument
by citing the qualifications for Philippine Elective Office
enshrined in the 1987 Constitution (specifically Article VI
and Article VII). Safeguarding the liberty and nurturing
the prosperity of the Filipino, as her dissertation
expounded on, is contingent on the public officials who
hold a big responsibility in molding and running the
country. When it comes to elections, the character of the
Philippine electorate has a huge effect on the result of
elections and the thriving capacity of the country in the
succeeding years.
Napoles hinged her arguments upon the words
of retired Chief Justice Artemio V. Panganiban:
“It is not enough that the goals espoused are
laudable. It is equally important that the means
employed to reach them is equally dependable. So,
liberty and prosperity as goals must be attained
through the rule of law. The rule of law reigns when
a country is governed according to the constitution
and the laws enacted by representatives chosen
democratically by the people, not pursuant to the
wiles and whims of the rulers”.
As such, her dissertation offered a sound discussion of
how the rule of law goes hand in hand with a developed
educational system. With more educated members, a
country’s citizenry is more likely to follow the rule of law
and set aside their wiles and whims for the betterment of
their lives.

Joben Mariz T. Odulio’s Weeding Out the Fake
Grassroots: Expanding the Cybercrime Prevention Act
of 2012 to Include Online Astroturfing as an Offense
(Ateneo de Manila University) was written with a
slightly different paradigm in mind, while touching
on the legal tenets of liberty and prosperity. Her
study on the so-called “digital revolution” and how
it entailed an unprecedented increase in information
and data brings the discussion of balancing liberty and
prosperity in the contemporary field of online media.
She argued that the way the Internet permeated the
lives of Filipinos pervasively opened and widened
the door for advertisers, businesses, and corporations
to take advantage. While her discussion could have
entailed a thorough analysis of the balance between law
and economics, she pursued a more novel discussion on
how the digital age enabled politics to blur the law. She
furthers her arguments by citing how during the heat of
the electoral battle (case in point is the 2016 Philippine
elections), online media became notoriously vitriolic
with strong commentaries and abusive language that
proliferated blogs and social media. As people cried foul
over the intensity of the backlash one would receive for
simply voicing out a divergent opinion—not to mention
the aggressive “trolls” and articles that fabricated
news—legal experts saw it as an opportunity for debate.
However, various reports and studies reveal that we are
facing a situation much more insidious than it seemed.
According to her study, this activity is astroturfing, or the
creation and operation of a fake grassroots movement,
synthesized purposefully to imitate real grassroots—
and now it occurs online. Her dissertation proposed
strong arguments on why engagement in astroturfing
constitutes illegal acts now known as “cybercrimes”.
Odulio’s dissertation offered a critical analysis
of legal provisions on freedom of expression and the
balanced flow of information in relation to establishing
the State’s duty to criminalize astroturfing. Moreover,
her work provided some analysis with respect to
criminal acts related to the employment of fraud and
deceit, thus eventually showing that there exists a
compelling government interest in proscribing it.
Furthermore, she cited laws that tangentially offer
ways to solve these cases. Nevertheless, she concluded
that under status quo, current laws are still unable to
comprehend these acts and are, therefore, institutions of
law are unable to prosecute those responsible for such
questionable activities despite the promulgation of the
Cybercrime Prevention Act of 2012. •

“Writ of Prosperity”, a pivotal
lecture by Dean Largo of USC

Dean Joan Sarausos-Largo of the University of San Carlos School
of Law and Governance (Cebu City) delivering her 5th professorial
lecture entitled “Writ of Prosperity”

O

n October 17, 2018, Dean Joan SarausosLargo offered strong pointers on how the
many economic rights trumpeted by the
1987 Constitution can be enforced by the judiciary
at the auditorium of the University of San Carlos
School of Law and Governance in Cebu City. By
premising her arguments on “how the poor, in
a country of the rich, grappled with the notion of
justice”, she insisted on her latest lecture Writ of
Prosperity that “the road to justice is paved by the
access to justice of the powerless.” As one of the
holders of the FLP Professorial Chairs program on a
new term, her latest public lecture has been lauded
“pivotal” by FLP Chairman and retired Chief Justice
Artemio V. Panganiban.
Dean Largo compared the situation she
described with another glaring contrast, this time
in our country: Despite the repeated invocations by
its framers that our 1987 Charter is “pro-poor,” that
social justice is the “heart of this Constitution,” and
that “[t]alk of people’s freedom and legal equality
would be empty as long as they continue to live in
destitution and misery,” our economic rights have
remained mere grandiose rhetoric to this day.
The solution lies in urging our Supreme
Court to be as “bold and daring” as the highest
courts in South Africa, Colombia and Argentina “in
enforcing economic rights not only in the laws but
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also in judicial edicts” like the writ of prosperity.
After all, “[n]owhere can we find a
constitution so humane, and a court so powerful
than in the Philippines, making a writ of prosperity
truly feasible if the Philippine judiciary wants it.”
To claims that the reticence in enforcing
economic rights is due to the utter lack of resources,
Largo gamely retorted, “Indeed, it is in countries
with the scarcest of resources that the writ of
prosperity lends itself to greatest relevance and
importance… When a court issues the writ… it does
no more than prod the elected branches… to comply
with the legal standards and mandates embodied in
the Constitution.”
In response to her lecture, retired Chief Justice
Panganiban favorably urged Dean Largo to seek the
help of her colleagues in the Philippine Association
of Law Schools (PALS), which she heads, to use the
“rights-conferring declarations” of the Constitution

“

Indeed, it is in countries with the scarcest

of resources that the writ of prosperity lends
itself to greatest relevance and importance… ”
to determine which of the many economic rights can
be the subject of judicial enforcement sans legislation.
Moreover, he also encouraged her and her PALS
colleagues to use the rule of law to unleash the
entrepreneurial ingenuity of our people. According
to him, “what our nation needs is a government
that affords opportunities for education instead
of habitual mendicancy, fosters free competition
instead of suffocating regulations, and rewards
talent and hard work instead of sycophancy and
connection”.
Readers may access Largo’s lecture in full and
the transcript of retired Chief Justice Panganiban’s
talk via www.libpros.com. •
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